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Rapunzel's Perfect Pony (Disney Princess: Palace Pets) Sep 29 2019 The adorable
Palace Pets love being royal companions to the Disney Princesses! Welcome to the magical
world of Palace Pets, where each Disney Princess has a furry pet to love and care for!
Blondie loves being Princess Rapunzel's royal pony. What will happen when a new pet

moves into the castle? Young readers and Disney Princess Palace Pets fans ages 3 to 5 will
love this book, which is full of sweet, cuddly pets--and 30+ stickers! Step 1 readers feature
big type and easy words. Rhymes and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children
decode the story. For children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading.
Freedom for Addy (American Girl) Oct 03 2022 American Girl® Addy™ fights for
freedom during the Civil War in this all-new Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader that
takes place in 1864—and includes an Addy poster! Addy Walker escapes a Southern
plantation during the turbulent Civil War. Meet Addy as she and her mother make a daring
journey from slavery to freedom in 1864. Addy's story is sure to engage young girls as they
learn what it was like to be a girl during the Civil War in this Step 3 Step into Reading
leveled reader. Great for American Girl fans ages 5 to 8, the book comes with an Addy
poster. Step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular
topics for children who are ready to read on their own. Introduced in 1986, American Girl's
flagship line of historical characters features 18-inch dolls, books, and accessories that give
girls a dramatic understanding of the role women and girls played in shaping our country.
Have No Fear! Halloween is Here! (Dr. Seuss/The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About
That!) Dec 01 2019 This Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader features The Cat in the
Hat Knows a Lot About That! It’s Halloween, and the Cat in the Hat is taking Sally and
Nick on a trip to find costumes. But when they encounter a colony of tiny cave bats, they

are in for a fright—until they learn that most bats are harmless and nothing to be afraid of!
Based on the PBS Kids Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About Halloween! TV special, coming
in 2016, this early reader is the perfect way for kids to celebrate the holiday—and learn a bit
about an iconic Halloween animal! Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences
to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new
words with help.
I Like Stars Aug 01 2022 I like stars. Blue stars. Far stars. Shooting stars. I like stars!
I Love Being Me! Mar 04 2020 Celebrate diversity with this bright, joyful level 1 Step Into
Reading book that will have girls everywhere repeating the book's chorus: "I love being
me!" Girls will love seeing strong, happy reflections of themselves in this vibrant, rhyming,
Step 1 reader about the joy of being a girl. Featuring a variety of kids and the activities they
enjoy—reading, soccer, cooking, swimming, gardening, and more—this easy reader
promotes girls' self-esteem and smarts. Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy words for
children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text
paired with picture clues help children decode the story. Look for all the books in the Happy
Hair series: • Happy Hair • Cool Cuts • I Love Being Me! (Step Into Reading) • I'm
Growing Great
Phonics Power! Sep 21 2021 Provides an introduction to reading through twelve simple
stories featuring the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles that highlight the sounds of the English

language and how they are written.
A Tale about Tails Jun 06 2020 The Cat in the Hat helps Sally and Nick choose what kind
of tail they might like best during an imaginative trip to the jungle that reveals the purposes
of various tails.
Baseball's Best Nov 11 2020 Step into Reading Step 5.
Ollie & Moon: Fuhgeddaboudit! Feb 01 2020 Moon loves to make her best friend, Ollie,
laugh. On this particular day, however, her favorite gags aren't doing the trick! The two
make a bet on whether or not Moon's crazy antics will be enough to bring back Ollie's usual
ha ha's, hee hee's, and ho ho's. Silliness ensues in the form of a playful day in New York
City involving wacky dancing, funny lips sounds, and even a troupe of chicken mimes!
Photographic backdrops set the scene for this wonderfully absurd adventure. Will Moon
make Ollie laugh before the last page? Fuhgeddaboudit! One thing is for sure—delighted
readers will be giggling every step of the way!
Paddywack Jan 02 2020 Paddywack is a petite nine hands high, and every pony inch is
packed full of spunk. It hasn’t been easy, but he now has his rider, Jane, well trained. He’ll
trot. He’ll canter. He’ll jump the jumps. He’s a perfect pony . . . when she gives him treats.
But on the day of the big horse show, Jane is so nervous she forgets his treats. Will
Paddywack dig in his hooves? Or can he rise to the occasion? This sweet story is sure to
capture young horse-lovers’ hearts.

Vampoodle Jun 30 2022 Dogs, including Vampoodle--a poodle with fangs--enjoy
Halloween fun.
Dogerella Feb 24 2022 DOGERELLA SPENDS HER days scratching the fleas and fluffing
the tails of her ungrateful stepdog mother and mean stepdog sisters. At night, she dreams of
a home where she is loved. In a nearby castle lives Bea, a sweet, slightly spoiled princess
whose fondest wish is for a loyal pet to call her own. A dog’s dream and a princess’s wish
come true in this funny fairy tale.
The Trail of Tears Oct 30 2019 In 1838, settlers moving west forced the great Cherokee
Nation, and their chief John Ross, to leave their home land and travel 1,200 miles to
Oklahoma. An epic story of friendship, war, hope, and betrayal.
The Cat in the Hat Apr 28 2022 Have a ball with Dr. Seuss and the Cat in the Hat in this
classic picture book...but don't forget to clean up your mess! A dreary day turns into a wild
romp when this beloved story introduces readers to the Cat in the Hat and his troublemaking
friends, Thing 1 and Thing 2. A favorite among kids, parents and teachers, this story uses
simple words and basic ryhme to encourage and delight beginning readers. Then he said
"That is that." And then he was gone With a tip of his hat. Originally created by Dr. Seuss
himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read. These unjacketed hardcover early
readers encourage children to read all on their own, using simple words and illustrations.
Smaller than the classic large format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and Oh, The

Places You’ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect for practicing readers ages 3-7, and
lucky parents too!
Five Classic Golden Book Tales May 18 2021 Five classic Little Golden Books have been
adapted as early readers in this Step into Reading collection! With five Step into Reading
stories featuring some of the most beloved Little Golden Book characters of all time—from
the classics The Poky Little Puppy, The Shy Little Kitten, Tawny Scrawny Lion, Scuffy the
Tugboat, and Tootle—this collection of fun and engaging Step 1 readers will help children
develop a lifelong love of reading. Step 1 readers feature big type and easy words. Rhymes
and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode the story. For children who
know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading.
Samantha Helps a Friend (American Girl) Mar 28 2022 American Girl® Samantha™
stands up for what's right in this all new Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader that takes
place at the Turn of the Century in 1904—and includes more than 30 stickers! It's 1904, the
turn of the 20th century, and Samantha Parkington is a nine-year-old orphan living with her
rich grandmother. When Samantha sees a friend in need, she makes space to help and a
speech worth more than gold! Meet Grandmary, Nellie, Uncle Gard, and more people in
Samantha's world while learning what it was like to be a girl in 1904 in this Step 3 Step into
Reading leveled reader! Great for young American Girl fans ages 5 to 8, the book includes
more than 30 stickers! Step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots

about popular topics for children who are ready to read on their own. Introduced in 1986,
American Girl's flagship line of historical characters features 18-inch dolls, books, and
accessories that give girls a dramatic understanding of the role women and girls played in
shaping our country.
Elsa's Epic Journey (Disney Frozen 2) Aug 09 2020 This Step 3 Step into Reading
leveled reader is based on Disney Frozen 2--which is in theaters November 22, 2019!
Directed by Jennifer Lee and Chris Buck, and produced by Peter Del Vecho, Walt Disney
Animation Studios' feature-length follow-up to 2013's Oscar®-winning film Frozen is
slated for theaters on November 22, 2019. Kristen Bell, Josh Gad, Idina Menzel, and
Jonathan Groff are reprising their roles in an all-new story. Girls and boys ages 5 to 7 will
love this Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader based on Disney Frozen 2! Step 3 readers
feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular topics. For children who
are ready to read on their own.
Meet Mario! (Nintendo) Jan 14 2021 Power up your child's reading with Mario, Luigi and
their friends in the Super MarioTM first-ever Step into Reading level reader! Nintendo and
Super Mario fans ages 5-8 will love to meet Mario, Luigi, and all their friends and foes in
this Step 3 Step into Reading level reader. Step 3 readers feature engaging characters in
easy-to-follow plots about popular topics. For children who are ready to read on their own.
Mario first appeared in 1981 with the arcade classic Donkey KongTM, and has since gone

on to star in many adventures, allowing him to evolve into the beloved icon he is today. He
is a video game sensation, appearing across all genres--from action-platformers to sports,
kart racing and beyond.
Queen of Cats (The Secret Life of Pets 2) Nov 04 2022 An all-new The Secret Life of Pets 2
full-color leveled reader based on the movie The Secret Life of Pets 2, in theaters June 7,
2019! An all-new leveled reader retelling of The Secret Life of Pets 2 that's perfect for boys,
girls, and pet lovers of all ages.
Twisters! Dec 13 2020 Reading on your own One moment, it is sunny and calm. The next
moment, a whirling black funnel cloud touches down. Take cover! It’s a twister! This
classic Step into Reading science title is brimming with facts about tornadoes and
hurricanes. Whether kids are interested in the science of how they form, the history of
famous storms, or offbeat stories like the tornado that picked up hundreds of fish and
dropped them on a town, they’ll find it in Twisters!, now with all-new illustrations and
photographs throughout.
Dancing Dinos Go to School Jul 20 2021 The dancing dinos are back, and this time they
are taking over the classroom in this fun, rhyming Step 1 reader that is perfect for back to
school! Dinos dancing in a book. Dinos leaping, look, look, look! Dinos pasting red and
blue. Dinos wasting paint and glue! When the dancing dino's book turns up in a school
library, they leap out and bring their musical mayhem to a kid’s classroom! Step 1 Readers

feature big type and easy words for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin
reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text paired picture clues help children decode the story.
The Statue of Liberty Oct 23 2021 Over 125 years ago our beloved Statue of Liberty made
its way to New York Harbor. This Step 2 non-fiction reader uses illustrations and
photographs to tell the story of how Lady Liberty was sculpted, transported from France,
unveiled, and made into an American icon.
Tentacles Apr 04 2020 Describes some of the exaggerated stories that have been told about
giant squids and also what scientists have learned about their real physical characteristics
and behavior. Simultaneous.
Join the Team! (Space Jam: A New Legacy) Aug 28 2019 An all-new Step 2 Step into
Reading reader based on Space Jam: A New Legacy, starring LeBron James and the Looney
Tunes! Basketball superstar LeBron James teams up with Bugs Bunny and the Looney
Tunes for Space Jam: A New Legacy, the long-awaited reimagining of the original, beloved
film. Boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will love this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader, which
includes over 30 stickers. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell
simple stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words
with help.
My Loose Tooth Aug 21 2021 What's it like to have a wiggly, twisty-turny tooth inside your
mouth? Stephen Krensky's funny, kid-friendly, rhyming text answers this question and

more! "Do lions have this problem, too? What do sharks and hippos do?" This Step 1 book
is perfect for first-time readers and those about to lose their first tooth!
Pupunzel Mar 16 2021 Cinderella and Sleeping Beauty got their fractured-fairy-tale due in
Dogerella and Sleeping Bootsie. Which princess is next to be puppy-fied? Rapunzel, of
course! In this Step 3 send-up, a cocker spaniel named Pupunzel grows long golden fur
when a witch takes her from her family and locks her in a tall tower. Will Pupunzel’s mama
and brothers and sisters ever be able to rescue her from the tower? Or does Pupunzel have
some tricks up her fur? Step 3 Readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots
about popular topics. For children who are ready to read on their own.
The Little Mermaid Step into Reading (Disney Princess) Feb 12 2021 Ariel is one of the
most beloved Disney princesses of all time, and now children ages 4-6 can relive the magic
of Disney's The Little Mermaid with this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader. Step 2
readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who
recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
Space: Planets, Moons, Stars, and More! Nov 23 2021 Learn about our solar system in this
Step 3 Science Reader packed with NASA photos and space facts! Step into Reading, the
most trusted name in early readers, delivers an introduction to the final frontier that kids can
read themselves! For up-to-date information (including about Pluto and its fellow dwarf
planets) and stellar photos and illustrations, kids eager for mind-blowing nonfiction need

look no further! Step 3 Readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about
popular topics. They are ideal for children who are ready to read on their own.
Fairytale Magic! Jun 26 2019 The king and queen of Fairytale Land ask Dora and Boots to
find the magic water for the rainbow vine that keeps the magical land safe.
Dolphins! Oct 11 2020 Illus. in full color. Chock-full of information about the most
sensitive, intelligent, and friendly of large aquatic creatures, Dolphins! should fare
swimmingly with kids who read about whales and sharks.
Happy Birthday, Princess! Sep 09 2020 Simple text and illustrations describe some of the
Disney princesses' birthdays, including Snow White, Belle, Cinderella, Jasmine, and Ariel.
The First Thanksgiving Dec 25 2021 Describes how the first Thanksgiving celebration came
to be.
Thomas Jefferson's Feast Jul 08 2020 Whether they're preparing for President's Day or
whether they just like to eat, children will find much to devour in this leveled reader about
Thomas Jefferson's role in America's culinary history! Did you know that every time you
munch on a french fry or snack on ice cream, you have Thomas Jefferson to thank? It’s
true! This founding father was one of America’s first foodies. After a visit to France, he
introduced all sorts of yummy treats to America—including one that upset more than just
tummies and created a culinary controversy! Get the scoop in this deliciously funny, true
story—guaranteed to tempt even the most reluctant readers!

Top Cops Jul 28 2019 Milli, Geo, and Bot become police officers for a day and have to use
their mighty math powers to protect Umi City from the stinkbugs.
Shampoodle Apr 16 2021 It's picture day at the dog park. But before the first photo can be
taken, an exuberant pack of pups needs a bit of grooming. So they’re off to Shampoodle, the
local pet salon, where the eager dogs simply cannot sit still. And when some curious cats
stop by, things go from messy to mayhem. Shampoodle is perfect for animal lovers and
children who are just starting to read on their own, taking their cues from lively art and
bubbly, rhymed text. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple
stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
Don't Throw It to Mo! May 06 2020 Winner of the 2016 Theodor Seuss Geisel Award Mo
is the youngest kid on the Robins, his football team. His classmates don’t mind, but the kids
on their rival team tease him for being a "butterfingers" who's too tiny to catch the ball. But
Mo's coach has a plan to turn Mo's little size into a big win for the Robins! This Level 2
reader about a little African-American boy with a big passion for sports was the winner of
the Theodor Seuss Geisel Award in 2016.
Soul Step Into Reading Level 3 Jan 26 2022 Read along with Disney! Follow along with
word-for-word narration as music teacher Joe Gardner escapes the cosmic realm, and tries
to find his way back to Earth.
Ballet Stars Sep 02 2022 From ballet class to rehearsal for the big show to the final

curtsies—budding ballet stars show emergent readers each step and pirouette along the way!
This Step 1 story has big type and easy words, rhyme and rhythm, and picture clues and two
sheets of irresistably adorable stickers. It's a natural for young readers who are learning
ballet or aspire to take ballet classes.
Time for School, Little Dinosaur May 30 2022 From the most trusted brand of leveled
readers, this Step 1 Step into Reading book is perfect for back-to-school and features an
adorable dinosaur world that looks a lot like ours. Who’s ready to go back to school? Little
Dinosaur is! This simple Step 1 book will help your eager little dinosaur get ready. Though
his friend Spikey teases him, Little Dinosaur is first in line for the school bus on the first
day of school. Will Spikey learn to get ready as well as Little Dinosaur does, or will he miss
the bus? Perfect for first-day jitters or for any parent wanting a model of good behavior for
the occasionally trying getting-ready-for-school hour! Step 1 Readers feature big type and
easy words for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading. Rhyme and
rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode the story.
Family Is Everything (Disney Encanto) Jun 18 2021 This Step 2 Step into Reading
leveled reader is based on Disney Encanto—in theaters November 24th, 2021! Disney
Encanto tells the tale of an extraordinary family, the Madrigals, who live hidden in the
mountains of Colombia, in a magical house, in a vibrant town, in a wondrous, charmed
place called an Encanto. The magic of the Encanto has blessed every child in the family

with a unique gift from super strength to the power to heal—every child except one,
Mirabel. But when she discovers that the magic surrounding the Encanto is in danger,
Mirabel decides that she, the only ordinary Madrigal, might just be her exceptional family’s
last hope. Girls and boys ages 4 to 6 will love this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader
based on the animated feature film. Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences
to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new
words with help.
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